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Animating Expressive Faces Across Languages
Ashish Verma, L. Venkata Subramaniam, Nitendra Rajput, Chalapathy Neti, Member, IEEE, and Tanveer A. Faruquie

Abstract—This paper describes a morphing-based audio driven
facial animation system. Based on an incoming audio stream, a face
image is animated with full lip synchronization and synthesized ex-
pressions. A novel scheme to implement a language independent
system for audio-driven facial animation given a speech recogni-
tion system for just one language, in our case, English, is presented.
The method presented here can also be used for text to audio-vi-
sual speech synthesis. Visemes in new expressions are synthesized
to be able to generate animations with different facial expressions.
An animation sequence using optical flow between visemes is con-
structed, given an incoming audio stream and still pictures of a face
representing different visemes. The presented techniques give im-
proved lip synchronization and naturalness to the animated video.

Index Terms—Audio to video mapping, facial animation, facial
expression synthesis, lip synchronization, translingual visual
speech synthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

HUMANS communicate verbally using words and sen-
tences. Humans also communicate nonverbally using

expressions, gestures and prosody. Faces and voices hold a
special significance for us. Humans recognize faces and voices
and infer a lot of things from these [14]. Apart from identity,
faces and voices convey temper, humor and various moods
and emotions. We also infer attributes like personality and
character from the faces and voices. The design and implemen-
tation of computer systems that can cover the whole range of
human-human like interaction by using faces and voices is one
of the challenging objectives of Computer Human Interaction
research.

Efforts have been made to train the computer to recognize and
interpret the various modes of communication used by humans,
like speech, gestures, gaze, expressions etc. It does a multimodal
processing of these signals to gain an understanding of what the
human is communicating [14], [18]. In this work, we seek to
cover some aspects of the computer’s response in this interac-
tion. In particular, we look at the derivation of visual information
from speech to create audio-visual reality. We seek to animate a
person’s face speaking in synchronism with the incoming audio
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and show that it is also possible to synthesize various expres-
sions on this face while it is speaking. Realism is obtained by
automatically extracting relevant still images from a previously
available footage of this person, modifying these images and
using them to synthesize new images and then using these new
images to animate in sync with incoming audio in possibly any
language. The whole process it is shown, can be largely auto-
mated. Human intervention may be required when dealing with
expressions, though this may also be automated to some extent.

Animation methods rely on a visemic alignment being gen-
erated from the incoming audio [17] or from synthetic speech
[21]. Visemic alignment refers to the time duration and the tran-
sition times between visemes, which are different, distinguish-
able lip shapes [13, pp. 394–395], in a face animation sequence.
For this a speech recognition system is used to generate the
phonetic alignment from the incoming audio. Phonetic align-
ment refers to the time duration and the transition times between
phonemes in an audio sequence [2]. A phoneme to viseme map-
ping is used to derive the visemic alignment from the phonetic
alignment. Once the phonetic alignment is generated, the map-
ping and the animation hardly have any language dependency
in them. Translingual visual speech synthesis can be achieved
if the first step of phonetic alignment generation is made lan-
guage independent. Thus, we show that given a speech recogni-
tion system for one language it is possible to synthesize video
with speech of any other language. In particular we look at gen-
erating alignments for Hindi speech given an English speech
recognizer.

Given an incoming audio stream and pictures of a face repre-
senting different visemes an animation sequence is constructed.
We record 12 face images corresponding to the 12 visemes.
These viseme images are aligned, for head movement compen-
sation, and optical flows for transition in-between these visemes
are computed (12 11 total) and stored. At the time of syn-
thesis, for an incoming audio stream, using speech recogni-
tion and phoneme to viseme mapping, the corresponding video
frame is identified and transition frames between visemes are
generated using stored optical flows. The phoneme to viseme
mapping scheme described in this paper allows us to handle lan-
guages other than the one for which a speech recognition system
is available. Morphing-based animation has been considered in
the past [5], [11], [17]. In this paper, we seek to extend this to
include animation with expression. For a richer scope of anima-
tion, it is necessary to be able to animate the face with appro-
priate expressions. In our system, given a single viseme in a new
facial expression, a method is presented that can generate the re-
maining visemes in this new expression. In earlier work [5], the
generation of novel images from a single example image was
considered by learning the desired transformation from proto-
typical examples. However appearing and disappearing features
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like teeth were not handled. In [8], it is assumed that there exists
a video database of the head to be synthesized, wherein, the sub-
ject is present in the expression to be synthesized at least once.
In [12], the generation of intermediate combinations of visemes
and facial expressions from extreme ones is considered. Gener-
ating new viseme-expression pairs was not considered there. In
this paper, we are considering the generation of new viseme-ex-
pression combinations while taking care of appearing and dis-
appearing features. The seven basic expressions considered are
neutral, surprise, fear, disgust, anger, happiness, and sadness.

Various application scenarios motivate audio driven facial an-
imation. These include bandwidth reduction for video telecon-
ferencing, movie dubbing, user-interface agents and avatars, and
multimedia telephones for hard of hearing people. Simple ex-
periments have shown the value of the visual channel in speech
comprehension [14], for example the McGurk effect. In many
scenarios, it is possible that the listener is in a crowded and noisy
environment. Vision adds redundancy to the signal and provides
evidence of those cues that would be irreversibly masked by
noise or hearing impairment [13], [14].

This system is valuable where video has to be generated. Ex-
amples of such scenarios include the following.

• Visual e-mail: At the receiving end the email is “read out”
by the sender. The receiver mailbox activates the correct
person, to read out the mail, by matching the address.

• Newscast: In many cases involving a field reporter, the
audio is available but due to various reasons, the corre-
sponding video is not available. Usually a photograph of
the person is shown on the TV screen along with the audio.
Using the system presented here, a video of the person
speaking can be generated and shown along with the audio
(see Fig. 13). Vision directs the listener’s attention and
sustains interest.

• Entertainment: Making people say things they normally
would not. For example popular actors are made to say
different things and “interact” with people.

• User Interface Agents: Call centers providing on-line
problem solving and assistance can enhance their ef-
fectiveness if a visual rendering is done on the user’s
computer screen. The animated face can be that of the
office IT services person known to the users in the office.
Familiarity helps in immediately engaging the user and
holding his or her attention even if it is an automated call
center.

Many other uses of this system can be thought of. A talking
face has the advantage of directing the listener’s attention and
sustaining interest. An audio-visual reality is created if the ani-
mated face is able to hold human attention and successfully en-
gage the person in useful conversation or task.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
the audio-driven facial animation system model. In Section III,
the audio to visual mapping rule is presented. There we describe,
in detail, the method used to adapt the speech recognition system
of one language to generate phonetic and visemic alignments in
a new language. The specific case of adding Hindi words to an
English speech recognition system is considered. In Section IV,
the method of generating the animation is discussed. The nor-

Fig. 1. Extraction module.

Fig. 2. Background processing module.

malization of viseme images, facial expression synthesis, and
lip synchronization with audio are detailed in this section. In
Section V, we present an evaluation of the system. Finally, Con-
clusions are presented in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The audio-driven facial animation system consists of the ex-
traction module, the synthesis module and the background pro-
cessing module.

Fig. 1 shows the viseme extraction module. For an incoming
stream of synchronized audio+video, we first recognize the
phoneme from the audio and then map this phoneme to its cor-
responding viseme and select the corresponding video frame to
represent this viseme. The expression recognition unit can be
either audio based [7], [19] or video based [10]. We have found
a 15-s video to be sufficient in most cases for obtaining all the
viseme frames in neutral expression. A short sentence like “The
sharp quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog” captures
all the 12 visemes. We need to capture the 12 viseme frames
in each expression to animate sentences in that expression.
Therefore, for each expression we try to capture as many of the
12 visemes as possible from existing video.

In the background processing module, shown in Fig. 2,
the extracted images are corrected for small pose differences.
Then it may be possible that all visemes in all expressions
may not have been extracted. This module generates the com-
plete set of viseme+expression combinations , where

, and . Finally, optical flows
between different visemes within an expression and between
the expressions are computed and stored.

Fig. 3 shows the synthesis module. From an incoming audio
stream, timing information, phoneme transitions and expres-
sions are extracted. The timing information and phoneme tran-
sition can also be extracted for a novel language whose speech
recognition engine is not available as described in Section III.
The phonemes are then mapped to the corresponding visemes.
This mapping is described in the following section. The expres-
sion recognition unit based on audio gives the correct expres-
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Fig. 3. Synthesis module.

sion. However, in our case the expression maps have been ex-
plicitly provided. Together, the viseme+expression combination
determines the image frame to be used from the database, the
timing information tells how long this viseme+expression lasts
and the phoneme transitions in turn give the viseme transitions.
These viseme transitions are brought about using precomputed
optical flows.

III. AUDIO TO VISUAL MAPPING

By giving a full audio-visual output from an audio only input,
the communication modality is being changed and enhanced
while preserving the conveyed information. In this section we
describe the exact modality for doing a mapping from audio to
the visual space.

For an input audio stream, a speech recognition system is used
to generate the phoneme transitions. The speech recognition
system also provides the timing information, i.e., the duration
of each phoneme and the duration of the transitions in the input
audio. Each phoneme is mapped to its corresponding viseme.
In the English language, there are about 50–60 phonemes and
these are mapped onto a set of visemes. For the facial animation
system, it is not necessary to recognize the exact word being
spoken or even the exact phoneme from a word recognition point
of view, it is sufficient to know the viseme. Our system uses a set
of 12 visemes and the mapping from phonemes to these visemes
is shown in Table I.

A. Translingual Mapping

Audio driven facial animation has typically used a speech
recognition engine in the language to be animated. Building a
speech recognition system is data intensive and is a very te-
dious and time consuming task [3]. We present a translingual
speech synthesis system to implement a language independent
system for audio-driven facial animation given a speech recog-
nition system in one language, in our case, English. In order
to understand the proposed translingual visual speech synthesis
system, we enumerate the crucial points in translingual visual
speech synthesis as follows.

1) From the given input audio and the transcribed truth, we
generate the phonetic alignment. This requires a speech align-
ment system which could understand the phonetic baseforms
of the text. This would work fine if the input audio is in the
same language as the language used for training the recogni-
tion system.
2) If the language in which the video is to be synthesized is a

new language, then the phoneme set of the new language may

TABLE I
PHONEME TO VISEME MAPPING RULE

be different from that of the language for which the recog-
nition system is built. But the alignment generation system
generates the alignments based on the best phone boundaries
using its own set of phonemes (corresponding to the language
used in the training). Therefore, a mapping is required to con-
vert the phonetic vocabulary of one language to a vocabulary
using the phonemes of the other language to get an effective
alignment in the phone set of the new language.
3) A phoneme to viseme mapping such as in Table I can then
be used to get the corresponding visemic alignment which
generates the sequence of visemes and their time durations
which are to be animated to get the desired video.
4) Animating the sequence of viseme images to get the de-
sired video output aligned with the input audio signals can
now be done, as described in Section IV.
A new approach to synthesizing visual speech from a given

audio signal in any language, with the help of a speech recogni-
tion system in another language, is presented. From here on-
wards, we refer to the language used in training the speech
recognition system as the base language and the language in
which the video is to be synthesized as the novel language. In
the illustrations, Hindi has been chosen as the novel language
and English as the base language. If a novel language word is
presented to the alignment generator, then the alignment gener-
ator will not be able to generate the alignments for such a word
as the word is not in the phonetic vocabulary of the base lan-
guage training system. Moreover the phonetic spelling of a word
in the novel language may not be represented completely by the
phone set of the base language. We present below a technique
to overcome these problems resulting in a language independent
alignment generation system. We build a system that will have
the alignment generator and the viseme images for the base lan-
guage that can be used to generate the animation for audio input
in any language.

1) Phonetic Vocabulary Adaptation Layer: The base lan-
guage vocabulary does not include words from the novel
language. Hence, when a word from the novel language is
presented to the speech recognition system that has been
trained in the base language, it will fail to give the phonetic
baseforms of the word. In order to generate alignments for
words in the novel language, first a phonetic vocabulary of
this language is created wherein words are represented in the
phonetic baseforms using the phone set of the novel language.
Since the recognition system is trained on the phone set of the
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base language, the vocabulary needs to be modified so that the
words from the novel language now represent the baseforms
in the base language phone set. Such a modification is made
possible by the Phonetic Vocabulary Adaptation Layer. This
layer works by using a mapping from the phone set of one
language to the other language. For illustration, a mapping
from the Hindi character to the English phones is as shown in
Table II. There are three possible cases.

1) The word in the novel language can be represented by the
phonemes in the base language; for such words, the baseforms
can be simply written using the base language phone set.
2) The word in the novel language cannot be represented by

the base language phone set; then the word is written using
the best approximation achieved through the above mapping.
3) A phoneme in the base language never appears in the

novel language; in such a case, that particular phoneme in the
base language is redundant and is left as it is.

Since the aim of mapping the phone set is to generate the
best phoneme boundaries through acoustic alignment, the map-
ping is based on acoustically-similar phonemes, i.e., if there is
no phoneme in the base language which can be associated with
the phoneme in the novel language, then that base language
phoneme is chosen which is acoustically closest. Both, however,
may map to a different viseme. This problem is addressed in the
next subsection.

The phonetic vocabulary adaptation layer helps in generating
the base language alignments for the novel language audio. In
Table II, an example of mapping the phones of Hindi language to
the English language phone set is presented. As seen, not all the
English phonemes are used by the novel language. Also there
exists an exact mapping for a large number of phones. These are
shown by a *** sign on that row. A ** in the row implies that the
mapping is not exact but that it is the acoustically closest map.
A * in the mapping implies that the novel language phoneme
has been approximated by a string of more than one phoneme
from the English language for acoustic similarity.

Next, we show how to extract the base language visemic
alignments for animation in the novel language.

2) Visemic Vocabulary Adaptation Layer: Since the system
has to work for any novel language using the alignment gener-
ator and the viseme set in the base language, visemic alignment
cannot be simply generated from the phonetic alignment using
direct phoneme to viseme mapping. As was shown above,
the phonetic vocabulary modification layer was built on the
mapping based on acoustically similar phonemes. However,
this mapping may distort the visemic alignment as it does
not take into consideration the visemes corresponding to each
such phoneme. So an additional vocabulary which represents
the words of the novel language in the phoneme set of the
base language is created but this does not use the mapping in
Table II, it uses a mapping based on the visual similarity of
the two phonemes. In Table III, we show this mapping based
on visual similarity for those Hindi phones that do not map
to their acoustically similar phones. The other Hindi phones
use the mapping of Table II. We call this mapping based on
visemic similarity the visemic vocabulary modification layer.
Using this additional vocabulary, the base language alignments

TABLE II
ACOUSTICALLY CLOSEST MAPPING FROM HINDI TO ENGLISH

TABLE III
VISUALLY CLOSEST MAPPING FROM HINDI TO ENGLISH

and the base language phoneme-to-viseme mapping, we get the
visemic alignments. This visemic alignment is used to generate
the animated video sequence. As can be seen in Table II, the
phoneme mapping between the two languages is not one-to-one.
So a single phone in the base language may represent more
than one phone in the novel language. This however creates
no confusion as the Phonetic Vocabulary Modification Layer
outputs the alignment in the novel language after taking into
account the many-to-one mapping.

Alternately, if the viseme set images are available for the
novel language, then the visemic vocabulary modification layer
can be modified to directly give the visemic alignment using the
phoneme-to-viseme mapping in the novel language. Here the
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Fig. 4. Block diagram showing the modification layers.

phonetic alignment generated in the base language is converted
to the novel language by comparing the phonetic spelling of
each word in the two vocabularies. This comparison is used to
map the base language phonemes in the generated alignment to
corresponding phones in the novel language. Then the phoneme
to viseme mapping of the novel language is applied. Note that
the visemic alignment so generated is in the novel language
and this was desired as the viseme images are available in
that language and not in the base language. If the viseme
set of the novel language is very different from the viseme
set of the base language, then this modified system would be
especially useful.

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the modification layers de-
scribed above to achieve translingual visual speech synthesis.
In the figure the subscripts B and N refer to the base language
and the novel language respectively. The superscripts P and V
refer to phonemes and visemes respectively. The phonetic and
visemic vocabulary modifiers are appended to the speech recog-
nition system to generate the visemic alignments corresponding
to the novel language. In case the viseme images for the novel
language are available, the visemic vocabulary modifier is not
required and a direct phoneme to viseme mapping in the novel
language may be used to give visemic alignments.

The system uses the generated visemic alignment for the pur-
pose of animation. For animation, morphing is done from one
viseme image to another as given by the visemic alignments.
Due to nonaccurate mapping of phonemes, the alignment may
not represent the exact phone boundaries. However, this is
not observed in the animated video as a viseme is always in
transition during these boundaries. A smooth and continuous
video is thus generated which does not reflect any inaccurate
phoneme boundaries. Also in Section VI, we show that visemic
classification results are much better than phonetic classifica-
tion results. The method presented here can also be used for
text to audio-visual speech synthesis. Text to speech synthe-
sizers work by producing a phonetic alignment of the text to
be pronounced and then by generating smooth transitions in
between adjacent phones to get the desired sentence [9]. Using
phoneme-to-viseme mapping and text-to-speech synthesis, a
text-to-video synthesizer can be built.

It is also possible to train classifiers based on visemic
classes. In [4], we have proposed an HMM model that uses
viseme-based training models. The audio data is grouped into
a smaller number of visually distinct visemes rather than the
larger number of phonemes. Such a classifier can also be
trained with multilingual input. However, it is not clear how it
will compare with the translingual system presented here and
remains a scope for future work.

IV. AUDIO–VISUAL ANIMATION

In this section, we show how the animation is achieved. We
also present a scheme to synthesize new expressions to achieve
realism. The voice of the speaker, in the form of an audio stream
is left unaltered. Hence the spoken words and the prosody of the
speaker is conveyed as is. In addition the system animates the
face of the speaker to make it speak in sync with the audio and
to generate expressions in sync with the prosody in speech. An
additional channel for communication is thus created.

A. Normalization of Images

The system waits for the first occurrence of a viseme+expres-
sion combination and extracts all possible combinations from
the audio+video footage. The images so obtained may not be
aligned. If these images are used for animation, then the re-
sulting sequence will have disturbing and unintended head mo-
tions. We, therefore, need to align the images. We use a method
similar to [6] to normalize the images. There are two compo-
nents of motion between the images, 3-D rigid body motion
and non rigid motion. The rigid component is due to the head
rotation, translation etc. and the nonrigid component is due to
changes in expression and lip shape. The face can be approxi-
mated as a single plane viewed under a perspective projection
[16]. As a result, it is possible to describe the optical flows using
a parametric model, where the parameters are estimated as sug-
gested in [20]. This model, which ignores the nonrigid motion
of facial features, is used to extract the three-dimensional (3-D)
rigid body component of motion to align the images.

Given facial images and , we first estimate the 3-D rigid
body motion component from to . Next, we warp image
using this model to align with and having viseme shape/ex-
pression of . Some images may have slight facial deformation
due to the assumed planar model for the face under perspective
projection. Given a set of images, we can align them with re-
spect to a single image and repeat the whole process iteratively.

B. Facial Expression Synthesis

In the background processing module, we generate the
complete set of viseme+expression combinations. The central
problem we solve is that given visemes and with facial
expression and viseme with facial expression , how
to generate viseme with facial expression , i.e., given

, , and , we want to generate .
We exploit the similarity that is found in transitions between
visemes for every facial expression. Here, an important task
is to appropriately insert the new facial features that appear in
viseme (not present in ) and to delete the facial features
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Fig. 5. New viseme-expression pair generation.

Fig. 6. Introducing new features.

not present in viseme (but present in ). We employ optical
flow techniques to accomplish all these tasks.

We accomplish this as follows (see Fig. 5). Find the corre-
spondence of pixels in going to , call it ,
and from to , call it . Now put the velocity
of every pixel in given by on the corresponding
pixel of (found according to ). Call the optical
flow of thus obtained as . Generate
from using .

To introduce the new features that appear in viseme (see
Fig. 6), detect the facial features that appear in that were
not there in using . The pixels in that do
not correspond to any pixel in stand for the new fea-
tures. Find the correspondence of pixels in going to

, call this . Carry the pixels (new features) found
using to in the same way as the nearby corre-
sponding pixels in go to according to .
These nearby corresponding pixels in are determined
by the correspondence of pixels given by on the nearby
pixels in .

To suppress the facial features disappearing in viseme (see
Fig. 7), detect the features that are present in but that
disappear in using . The pixels in that do
not correspond to any pixel in stand for the disappearing
features. Find where these pixels go in using .
While constructing the new image from suppress these
pixels. This way these features won’t appear in the new image.

Fig. 7. Suppressing disappearing features.

Fig. 8. Existing images and the constructed image with new features
appearing.

Fig. 9. Existing images and the constructed image with disappearing features.

Figs. 8 and 9 are examples of new viseme+expression combina-
tions generated from the existing ones.

Holes that are produced during expression synthesis are filled
using extrapolation diffusion. Holes appear in the final image
if the feature at that location has no correspondence from the
initial image from which it is generated. We propose to use ex-
trapolation diffusion to intelligently fill the holes after reading
the neighboring distribution of pixel values. When the viseme
images have holes, the animation generated from them will not
be pleasing to the viewer. Using a low-pass filter over the image
to fill the noise could have worked only if the holes were a few
pixels in area and the assumption that the holes do not have any
edges is satisfied. Moreover such a filter would adversely affect
other portions of the image, thus further bring down the quality
of the synthesized viseme image. We illustrate the extrapolation
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Fig. 10. Extrapolation diffusion.

Fig. 11. Using extrapolation diffusion for filling out the holes in the image on
the left.

diffusion technique with the help of Fig. 10. Here the shaded re-
gion represents the hole and the points outside the shaded region
are the normal image points. To fill a point inside a hole,
we look at the closest normal to the hole boundary from

. We extrapolate this normal to the region inside the
image up to a fixed distance. The values at are cal-
culated as follows:

The results of using diffusion for holefilling from nearby re-
gions are shown in Fig. 11.

C. Lip Synchronization With Audio

The synchronization with audio is the key task in producing
realistic audio-visual output. The trivial method is to generate
the frames as the transition occurs, but the animation produced
by this method is far from smooth. This is due to the fact that
while speaking some words there may be too many viseme tran-
sitions in a very short period of time. For example, in the intro-
duction, there are 11 viseme transitions. This provides an un-
realistically short time for the lips to change the shapes cor-
responding to different visemes. If a complete transition from
one viseme to another is allowed in this short duration, the ani-
mated sequence is jerky. Also the speed at which the speaker is
speaking will determine how pronounced the lip movements are.
While speaking fast a speaker is not able to produce lip shapes
corresponding to each viseme completely. Coarticulation also
plays an important role. Coarticulation refers to the influence
of past and future sounds on the current sound. Due to coartic-
ulation, lip shapes get modified and the motions overlap. For
example in saying the word “bull” the lips get rounded right
from the beginning of the word due to the following phoneme
/o/ whereas in saying the word “bill” the lips remain closed. An-
other example is the word “stew” and “still”.

Fig. 12. Audio synchronization.

The timing information is extracted from the incoming audio
stream using the speech recognition unit. The lip movement
synchronization and the extent of morph is governed by this
timing information along with the mappings. Given two normal-
ized viseme images, intermediate frames are generated using
optical-flow-based morphing. Suppose the viseme transition be-
tween and occurs in time . To generate a frame at time

, we use image warping using the optical flows. We
use the precomputed optical flows from to (say ) and
from to (say ). The viseme is warped along
and viseme along . The two obtained images are cross
dissolved in a weighted sense to obtain a final image which is
the generated frame.

We restrict the extent of the morph depending upon the
viseme and the duration of viseme transition. Fig. 12 shows the
rules used by our system. Consider a viseme transition between

and in duration . Now, if , where is a
threshold that is heuristically set, we generate the morph until

. But there is a catch, consider a transition from
viseme to in duration . If , then viseme

needs to be emphasized and hence the morph to should
be complete. In this case we extend the duration of transition

and reduce the duration of transition by ,
where . If the transition
was long enough, then viseme would be morphed from .
Further, visemes that represent , , and , have to be
morphed completely because these visemes involve lip closure
or near closure. So if transition occurs to any of these visemes,
the morph is completed irrespective of the duration.

Suppose was not completely morphed, then to generate the
morph to viseme , we cannot use the optical flows between
and computed using the images in our database. We need to
know the optical flow between the generated (and incomplete)
viseme and . Since the optical flow computations are too
costly and almost impossible in real time, we use the transitivity
between the optical flows and to calculate an
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Fig. 13. Newscast example.

approximate optical flow, which is used to generate the morph.
Our system uses a threshold at 30 fps.

In this paper, we have not addressed the coarticulation
problem directly; however, it must be noted that the simple
technique proposed here to limit the extent of morph controls
the resulting lip shapes in such a way as to account for the
neighboring visemes.

V. SYSTEM EVALUATION

To judge the system we did experiments to evaluate the per-
formance of each of the major components, i.e., the anima-
tion system, the translingual system, and the facial expression
system.

For evaluating the animation system, 20 evaluators proficient
in Englishwere used to judge the perceived qualityof synthesized
video. Twelve monosyllabic English words chosen to cover
different consonant viseme classes were used for the test. A
speaker was first recorded speaking each of these 12 words.
Next animations of the same speaker saying each of the 12
words were generated. For generating the animation, 12 visemic
images of the speaker in the neutral facial expression were
extracted from a clip of the speaker uttering the sentence “the
sharp quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.” During
the trial the evaluators were presented silent words from the

TABLE IV
RECOGNITION ACCURACIES IN NATURAL AND ANIMATED FACES

two faces. A clip of a silent word was shown to the evaluator
alongside four written words. Each of the 20 evaluators was
asked to select the correct written word corresponding to the
silent word shown. It was not revealed to the evaluators whether
a face was natural or animated. Each evaluator was presented
the total set of 24 silent words. The results of this experiment
are shown in Table IV. The overall recognition accuracy for
natural words was 83% and for the animated words 72%. In
most cases, the evaluators could better recognize the natural
words compared to the animated words. The labials (Viseme
6) are particularly well recognized in both cases. Interestingly,
alveolar fricatives (Viseme 9) and /w/ (Viseme 5) were better
recognized in the animated clips.
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TABLE V
PHONETIC AND VISEMIC CLASSIFICATION RATES

To evaluate the performance of the translingual system, two
experiments were performed. Classification experiments were
first performed to measure the degradation of phonetic and
visemic classification due to the translingual system. Two test
sets were generated for this purpose. The first test set used for
this experiment consisted of nine hours of continuous speech
Hindi sentences. The Hindi transcripts of the sentence is passed
on to the English recognition system which aligns the Hindi
speech using the translingual technique described in Section III.
This aligned and segmented speech was used as the test set
to obtain the translingual classification rate. The second test
set was obtained using a Hindi recognition system to align the
same nine hours of Hindi speech. This was used to generate
the Hindi classification rate. The English acoustic models that
were used to align the speech were trained with 200 hours of
continuous English speech. The Hindi acoustic models were
trained on 31 hours of continuous Hindi speech. For phonetic
classification, the English phonetic space trained with the same
200 hours of continuous English speech was used. The whole
experiment was then performed by dividing the space into
visemes classes to get visemic classification rates. The results
of the classification experiments are presented in Table V. The
results show that there is degradation due to the translingual
system. The percentage degradation of phonetic classification
is 30.6% due to the translingual system and the percentage
degradation of the visemic classification is 20.38% due to the
translingual system. As expected, visemic classification results
are better than phonetic classification results in both cases. The
phoneme to viseme mapping absorbs some of the alignment
errors. It is to be noted that the phonetic classification rate is
normally in the range of 40%–50% for most languages [1]. A
large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system that
gives a word level recognition accuracy of about 96% would
have a phonetic classification rate in that range [15].

The next set of experiments involved field trials to assess the
subjective quality of the translingual system. Ten evaluators pro-
ficient in Hindi were used to evaluate the system. Animations for
ten monosyllabic Hindi words were presented to the evaluators.
Emphasis was laid on evaluating the quality of the animations
for Hindi words containing phones that do not have exact map-
pings in English, i.e., Hindi phones in Table II that are mapped
to their closest English equivalent and Hindi phones that are
approximated by a string of more than one English phone; six
Hindi words were chosen that had Hindi phones with a former
mapping and four words that have a latter mapping. Anima-
tions of these ten words were generated using one speaker and
a viseme set of images. As in the earlier experiment the evalua-
tors were presented four written options for each animation and
were asked to select the written word corresponding to the silent
word shown. In this experiment, only animated faces (with no
speech) were shown to the subject. The results of this exper-
iment are shown in Table V. Taken together the classification

TABLE VI
RECOGNITION ACCURACIES FOR HINDI TRANSLINGUAL SYSTEM

experiments and the subjective quality experiments suggest that
the translingual system does suffer degradation. However, the
degradation may be lower than the 20% suggested by the clas-
sification experiment as held out by the subjective evaluation.

The Translingual system was also used for animating in
Telugu, a southern Indian language, very different from Hindi.
Though, no subjective evaluation was done on this the authors
believe the animation quality to be comparable to that in Hindi.1

To evaluate the facial expression synthesis module, subjects
were asked to classify an animated face according to the expres-
sion being conveyed. In all cases, at least four of the visemes
were synthesized. The speaker is made to say the by now fa-
mous sentence “the sharp quick brown fox jumped over the lazy
dog” in the different expressions. For the neutral expression, all
the 12 visemes used for the animation are natural. For the other
expressions, at least half the visemes were synthesized. Clips
were now animated using these visemes. In all cases, the correct
expression was easily recognized by the subject. However, arti-
facts start appearing when more and more synthesized visemes
are used. These artifacts are concentrated in the mouth region
and are distracting to the viewer.

Tojudgetheusefulnessofthesystemforhardofhearingpeople,
the system was tested over one person with hearing impairment
using different English sentences. Six sentences each of about
seven words length were presented to the subject. The audio
was left clean in all cases. It was found that the addition of video
improved speech understanding by at least 50%. Though this
sample size is small, it does point to the usefulness of the system.

VI. CONCLUSION

An automated system for creating an additional channel for
communication is presented. From audio and a few images of a
person, a facial animation with lip sync and appropriate expres-
sions is generated. Given a speech recognition system for one
language, a method to easily and quickly customize the phonetic
and visemic alignments to synthesize video in any other language
is presented. Since actual images of a person are used, the ani-
mation looks realistic and individual variability is preserved. It is
alsopossible to generatenewlip shapes in expressionspreviously
not seen by the system. For the future, it would be worthwhile
to consider including other features to the animation system

1Native Telugu speakers are invited to evaluate the quality of the animation
online at http://http://nitendrarajput.tripod.com/animationexamples.htm. Many
online synthesis examples based on the work in this paper are given at this site.
The reader is invited to go through these examples.
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like correct gaze following, controlled pose variation, eyebrow
movement, and eye blinking in the animation system.
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